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Mr Deputy Speaker we have as a Parliament, as a democracy not done well by the people 

who elected us. 

We took the country into a referendum which had nothing to do with the best interest of the 

country and everything about attempting to heal deep divisions in the conservative party. 

We on this side did not oppose the referendum because of not wishing to appear as not 

trusting the voters and we had our own divisions. 

We all of us failed to set the rules of the referendum.  We did not impose a super majority, we 

did have a requirement for a road map of the future showing the implications of a leave or 

remain vote and the cost implications of the two alternatives.  

Then came the shockingly irresponsible referendum campaign full of lies, misinformation, dog 

whistle politics, fear and xenophobia. 

When people in Bridgend voted in a majority to leave the EU they did so for a variety of 

reasons. 

They wanted the money back which they were told by the battle bus, was going to Europe 

while apparently nothing came back to the UK, and they wanted it spent on the NHS.   

They wanted control of immigration and spending. 

They wanted an end to austerity and to wipe the smug look of the PM and Chancellors faces 

(they certainly achieved that one). 

On the doorstep people did not tell me they were happy to lose their workers’ rights, to lose 

jobs, have lower standards of living or goods or reduced opportunity for their children and 

grandchildren. They did not talk about wanting to leave the single market or the customs union 

and pursuing a bold and ambitious free trade agreement.  

Somehow we as politicians were to square the circle, stop immigration, get our money and 

control back and become more affluent. 

I cannot keep on voting for a process that gives the people of Bridgend no assurance of a 

secure future for them and their children. I will not be voting to trigger Article 50. 

 

We are voting here today with no white paper, no risk assessment, no financial assessment 

and a lack of clarity on the government’s policy, bar the thin promise of a sunlit upland not in 

the PM’s gift of a pass porting tariff free agreement that means costs won’t rise for financial 

services and my Ford engines or for Tata next door in Aberafon who send over 2/3rd of their 

output into Europe. I intend to keep voting no until I see a position that is the best we can 

possibly obtain for this country. 

 

I am ashamed we have abandoned EU citizens and their families who have lived, loved and 

settled in the UK. I have a wonderful German daughter in law and new wider German family.  

I have many friends who are MP’s across Europe who are deeply saddened by the words and 

threats emanating from the UK government. I accept the outcome of the referendum. We are 

leaving the European Union but that does not mean I am willing to vote for the party opposite 

to lead this country into a treacherous uncertain future.  

 

There is a great Gramsci quote that depending on the translations goes something like 
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The old order is dying, the new one struggling to be born and monsters are abroad. There are 

elections across Europe, new leaders who will ultimately decide how and when we leave the 

EU.  

 

Then there is Trump’s America.  Can we trust any part of our economic security to Trump’s 

America? The inauguration speech, the support for torture, the ban on Muslims entering the 

US, the anti-climate change rhetoric, the clear statement of America first, and the commitment 

to end trade agreements that are not in America’s best interest, gives me no confidence that 

America represents a great trading opportunity for the UK. 

 

I need the best deal possible for the people of Bridgend outside of the EU and I am not yet 

confident this Government is taking the UK in that direction.  

 

 

 

 


